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MedCash (MEDCASH)
TM

 

Initial Coin Offering (ICO) 

Summary 

 

Short Description MedXchange is a blockchain-based system to democratize 

the USD 340 billion global medical device industry. The 

platform will: (i) disintermediate the medical device and 

supplies ecosystem and make it more efficient; (ii) facilitate 

and secure the global exchange of medical devices, supplies 

and payments; and (iii) lower patient/customer or insurance 

cost.  

Project Details 

Status      Pre-ICO 

Description MedXchange is the first blockchain-based system for the 

global medical device industry. According to the U.S. 

Department of Commerce, the global medical device industry 

size was approximately $340 Billion in 2016, and will grow 

to $435 Billion in 2020. MedXchange will allow the suppliers 

(“Sell-side Users” on the MedXchange platform) of medical 

devices to directly and securely transact with patients and 

end customers (“Buy-side Users” on the MedXchange 

platform), reducing delivered medical supply costs globally 

and making much needed medical devices more affordable 

for patients and end users, while at the same time improving 

margins for beleaguered medical device manufacturers. This 

will improve quality of life and save lives, while enhancing 

the long term viability and innovative vibrancy of medical 

device companies. Transactions on the MedXchange system 

will exclusively be facilitated by our MedCash (MEDCASH) 

token. MedCash (MEDCASH) will also be what funds the 

miners and data silos. The currency can also be used to 

activate smart contracts or trade for keys. Also, hospitals, 
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clinics and GPOs (Group Purchasing Organizations) will be 

able to deploy their supplier contracts on MedXchange as 

self-executing smart contracts. The project is backed by pre-

agreed use cases, including a novel, lifesaving technology 

that targets a multimillion patient / end user population 

globally, potentially representing billions of system 

transactions annually. Other use cases are expected to board 

the system quickly. After the initial introduction to the 

medical device industry, MedXchange will be also marketed 

to other regulated health care ecosystems, such as 

pharmaceuticals, laboratory equipment, and services, as the 

platform will be developed to be scalable and flexible from 

the outset.  

Starting date     April 1st, 2018 

Ending date     The earlier to occur of: (1) Upon reaching hard cap; or 

May 31st, 2018 

 

Website     www.medxchange.io  

Whitepaper     View Whitepaper 

Links 

ICO Details 

Whitelist     Yes 

KYC / AML    Yes 

Presale Start Date    March 16th, 2018 

Presale End Date    March 31st, 2018 

Token Symbol     MEDCASH 

Token Type     ERC-20 

Token Distribution  55%: Sold; 15%: Team (on vesting schedules); 10%: Co-

Sponsor/Use case provider; 1% Pre-white paper supporters; 

4% Consultants (on vesting schedules); 5%: Technical tokens 

for stabilization and partnerships; 5%: Bounties; 5%: 

Further Development / Liquidity Reserve. In addition, the 

percentage of tokens the team has will remain at 15% 

regardless of how many tokens are burned. 

http://www.medxchange.io/
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a6d7cc_d6d1a937f2d346e694f728800688ad65.pdf
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Initial Token Price .0005 ETH    

Minimum Purchase .50 ETH 

Hard Cap 110,000,000 (110 Million) MEDCASH tokens – Equivalent to 

55,000 ETH  

Soft Cap 20,000,000 (20 Million) MEDCASH tokens -  Equivalent to 

10,000 ETH 

Bonus Tokens (a) During the Presale Start Date: 

(i) During the first week of the Presale, 1.25 Tokens will be 

provided for each 0.0005 ETH transferred; 

(ii) During the second week of the Presale (i.e. the week just 

prior to the ICO Starting date), 1.20 Tokens will be provided 

for each 0.0005 ETH transferred; 

(b) During the first week of the ICO - 1.15 Tokens will be 

provided for each 0.0005 ETH transferred; 

(c) During the second week of the ICO - 1.10 Tokens will be 

provided; 

(d) During the third week of the ICO - 1.05 Tokens will be 

provided; 

(e) During the remainder of the ICO – 1.00 Token will be 

provided; 

Token Burning The Company will burn 50% of the MedCash (MEDCASH) 

tokens over the next 3 years and decrease the MedCash 

(MEDCASH) supply. Therefore the demand and value of the 

token will grow as an inverse proportion to the Token 

Burning process. 

User Growth The MedXchange ecosystem will be powered by a 

cryptographic token called MedCash (MEDCASH), a tradable 

token representing the sole currency for transactions on the 

system and granting token holders exclusive access to the 

MedXchange ecosystem. The MEDCASH token is fully 

integrated in the MedXchange ecosystem and the 

transactions and participation in all components of the 

ecosystem will be done exclusively with MEDCASH tokens. 

Therefore the demand and value of the token will grow in 

direct proportion to the number of active users and the 
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number and dollar volume of transactions on the 

MedXchange platform.   

Accepts    ETH 

Token Distribution Upon reaching our Hard Cap of 110 million MEDCASH 

(110,000 ETH), the first distributions of tokens will 

commence to ERC-20 compatible wallets within 72 hours 

after reaching the hard cap (but in no event later than 15 

days after reaching the hard cap), subject to the Terms and 

Conditions.  

Participation Restrictions Void where prohibited 

Disclosures The MedXchange platform is owned by MedXchange Ltd. a 

Hong Kong limited company. See full Terms and Conditions 

for additional details. 

Medcash Etherium Contract Address: 

0x047BE01729131132D47e54c95cA1F3E14044DFBf 

  

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a6d7cc_e37c5e2463bb425688eacc137355a97d.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a6d7cc_e37c5e2463bb425688eacc137355a97d.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a6d7cc_e37c5e2463bb425688eacc137355a97d.pdf
https://etherscan.io/address/0x047be01729131132d47e54c95ca1f3e14044dfbf

